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Annabelle Aiden Oh The Things We
Believed
A heartwarming new novel by New York Times bestselling
author Jill Gregory about taking a chance on passion, trust,
love—and finally healing the past . . . For Annabelle Harper,
summer in her hometown of Lonesome Way, Montana,
means a chance to make a home for her orphaned young
nieces and nephew. It’s also a chance to find a new direction
for her life—one that doesn’t include romance. So when
rugged Wes McPhee shows up back in town, she has every
reason to keep him at a distance… Even unhappy memories
can’t keep Wes from returning to Lonesome Way to help his
grandmother recover from an injury. And his fear of
commitment isn’t enough to make him resist the tantalizing
heat that he feels whenever he’s near Annabelle. But can a
wandering man like Wes ever settle down? When an old
enemy comes to Lonesome Way, and their dreams of love
are threatened, Wes and Annabelle must fight for the future
their hearts have always wanted.
In this inspirational storybook written in rhyme, Annabelle
asks "Why do we look, the way that we do? With hands and
feet, in neat sets of two? What made my eyes? And what
made my nose? And the shape of my body, from my head to
my toes?" A wise owl answers with the amazing story of
Darwinian evolution, and perhaps more importantly, what we
can learn from it: to be kind to one another, as we are all
related in the same family tree.
Being new in school is never easy for monsters except in
Transylmania where all the schoolchildren are monsters too.
Why am I here? What happens after we die? These are some
of the hardest questions a child can ask—and even harder for
parents to answer, especially if you’ve chosen to raise your
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child without religion. Gathering the perspectives of educators
and psychologists, as well as wisdom from everyday parents,
Parenting Beyond Belief offers insights and advice on a wide
range of topics including: Instilling values Finding meaning
and purpose Navigating holidays Coping with loss Finding
community without religion...and more The second edition of
this secular parenting bestseller brings back reflections from
such celebrated freethinkers as Richard Dawkins and Julia
Sweeney, and adds new voices including journalist Wendy
Thomas Russell, essayist Katherine Ozment, sociologist Phil
Zuckerman, and many others. Wise, entertaining, and deeply
supportive, the book will empower parents in their quest to
raise ethical, compassionate, and open-minded
children—without religion.
Spencer Bishop's past was nothing more than a falsified case
of fake memories. Every birthday, holiday, and special
moment was changed in order to protect her from evil. Aiden,
the lover who was erased with her other memories, came
back into her life and caused her to question reality and figure
out who she was. After an act of bravery, Spencer was
granted her memories back. Aiden, her true love and the
Angel's in Heaven desired for her to see her true destiny and
fight evil. Can Spencer defeat the evil before it destroys her
and Heaven?
The outspoken half of magic duo Penn & Teller presents an
atheistic reinterpretation of the Ten Commandments,
discussing why doubt, skepticism, and wonder should be
celebrated and offering humorous stories from his own
experiences.
Welcome to Aiden's World This children's book contains 18
pages of writing and illustrations by Linda Hile an observant
grandmother who enjoys her grandson's world. The Author
invites all parents and grandparents to have a share in the
reading enjoyment of Aiden's World to their children.
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New York Times bestselling adult author of The Bear and the
Nightingale makes her middle grade debut with a creepy,
spellbinding ghost story destined to become a classic. After
suffering a tragic loss, eleven-year-old Ollie only finds solace
in books. So when she happens upon a crazed woman at the
river threatening to throw a book into the water, Ollie doesn't
think—she just acts, stealing the book and running away. As
she begins to read the slender volume, Ollie discovers a
chilling story about a girl named Beth, the two brothers who
both loved her, and a peculiar deal made with "the smiling
man," a sinister specter who grants your most tightly held
wish, but only for the ultimate price. Ollie is captivated by the
tale until her school trip the next day to Smoke Hollow, a local
farm with a haunting history all its own. There she stumbles
upon the graves of the very people she's been reading about.
Could it be the story about the smiling man is true? Ollie
doesn't have too long to think about the answer to that. On
the way home, the school bus breaks down, sending their
teacher back to the farm for help. But the strange bus driver
has some advice for the kids left behind in his care: "Best get
moving. At nightfall they'll come for the rest of you." Nightfall
is, indeed, fast descending when Ollie's previously broken
digital wristwatch, a keepsake reminder of better times,
begins a startling countdown and delivers a terrifying
message: RUN. Only Ollie and two of her classmates heed
the bus driver's warning. As the trio head out into the
woods—bordered by a field of scarecrows that seem to be
watching them—the bus driver has just one final piece of
advice for Ollie and her friends: "Avoid large places. Keep to
small." And with that, a deliciously creepy and hair-raising
adventure begins.

Oliver, the wise old Owl, narrates this story and takes the
reader to the Bears' den, the Birds' dwelling, the
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squirrels' tree, and the Cougars' cave as each family
rehearses for the Christmas song Contest.
Aiden Murphy has always made me nervous.He's larger
than life. Always the center of attention.I'm the opposite.I
hate to have everyone's eyes on me.He lives his life in
public, and I like to live behind the scenes.I had never
been on his radar one single day in his very loud life, and
then I was... What is it about Sabrina Cabot that throws
me off my game?This uptight senator's daughter is the
exact opposite of the type of woman I'm typically
attracted to... and maybe that's a good thing.She makes
me want to be a better man. To get more serious about
life.To slow down.To give more.But will she be willing to
give me her heart?At some point, life has to be more
than a game.
Relates the evolution of the family of mankind, from
single cells in the sea to human beings with "big brains
that wonder who we are."
‘I absolutely loved this... It’s one of the funniest books
I’ve read in ages, perhaps ever! I couldn’t get enough of
it... a hilariously funny, fast-paced romance.’ Netgalley
review, 5***** Izzy’s always played by the rules. But
now, it’s time to break them...
The pain of deceit was fresh, but love and desire
overruled everything else. Now, Aria and Aiden face their
greatest challenge yet. Aria Cason's life took an
unexpected turn when she reconnected with Aiden
Raine, the man who awakened a pure and undeniable
love she'd thought was lost forever. Aria's love for him
burns deep, yet he still pushes for more-the total
surrender of her heart. When a painful memory becomes
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her guiding light, she questions if a happily ever after
really exists for a girl who never wanted one. After
stepping away from his birthright, Aiden's need to protect
his new family becomes his top priority. Fragile bonds
are soon stretched to the breaking point as his need for
vengeance threatens to destroy the very thing he's come
to value most. When his unyielding determination starts
to push Aria away, he presents her with a challenge that
will test them both. Will the searing passion that reunited
this couple keep them together, or will it burn them to
ash? Ties will be broken. Lies will become the truth. Aria
and Aiden's heart-wrenching story continues in the fifth
book of The Untouched Series, Only His Touch, Part
Two.
What are gods and why do people believe in them?
Where did they come from and what do they do? This
book answers all those questions and more! David G.
McAfee, who studies religions and writes books, has
teamed up with writer and cartoonist Chuck Harrison to
help everyone learn about beliefs, gods, and religion!
The first book in this series was The Belief Book, which
is all about why people believe the things they do, and
now they are taking the next step by bringing you The
Book of Gods... It doesn't matter how old you are. If you
want to learn more about gods from around the globe,
including where they came from and how belief in them
has spread over time, this easy-to-read book is for you!
The fully illustrated and interactive Book of Gods is for
readers and thinkers of all ages, including kids and kids
at heart.
An accessible and engaging primer on the history of the
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universe and life on Earth. In this delightful book, kids
can follow the fascinating story of how we got from the
beginning of the universe to life today on the “bright blue
ball floating in space” called Earth. They’ll learn about
the big bang theory, how our solar system and planet
were formed, how life on Earth began in the oceans and
moved to land, what happened to the dinosaurs and how
humans evolved from apes to build communities all over
the planet … and even travel to space! Kids will be
enthralled by this out-of-this-world look at how the
universe began!
Atheism For Kids is a fun and beautifully-illustrated book
written for children who are exploring religious ideas in
an increasingly secular world. Atheism For Kids asks
open-ended and non-judgmental questions about
religion, with suggestions for how we might choose to
live if we opt for an atheist or humanist lifestyle instead.
"Agatha Christie meets Groundhog Day...quite unlike
anything I've ever read, and altogether triumphant."—A. J.
Finn, #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The
Woman in the Window The Rules of Blackheath Evelyn
Hardcastle will be murdered at 11:00 p.m. There are
eight days, and eight witnesses for you to inhabit. We will
only let you escape once you tell us the name of the
killer. Understood? Then let's begin... *** Evelyn
Hardcastle will die. Every day until Aiden Bishop can
identify her killer and break the cycle. But every time the
day begins again, Aiden wakes up in the body of a
different guest. And some of his hosts are more helpful
than others. For fans of Claire North and Kate Atkinson,
The 71?2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle is a breathlessly
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addictive novel that follows one man's race against time
to find a killer—but an astonishing time-turning twist
means that nothing and no one are quite what they
seem. Praise for The 7 1?2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle:
Costa First Novel Award 2018 Winner One of Stylist
Magazine's 20 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of
Harper's Bazaar's 10 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of
Guardian's Best Books of 2018
From the moment life crawled out of the oceans and onto
land, to when our primate ancestors climbed down from
the trees, the history of Planet Earth is filled with
incredible stories. This beautifully illustrated guide
explores some of the most exciting and incredible events
in evolution, through 13 case studies. Step back in time
and discover a world where whales once walked,
crocodiles were warm-blooded, and snakes had legs!
Meet terrifying giant birds, and tiny elephants living on
islands in this fascinating creature guide like no other.
Learn how whales once walked on four legs before
taking to the oceans; how dinosaurs evolved into birds;
and how the first cats were small and lived in trees.
Featuring a stunning mix of annotated illustrations,
illustrated scenes, and family trees, evolution is
explained here in a captivating and novel style that will
make children look at animals in a whole new way.
Gold-medal winner of a Next Generation Book Award,
silver-medal winner of the Independent Publishers Book
Award. As featured on the PBS NewsHour “A gem of a
book.” — LIBRARY JOURNAL (STARRED REVIEW) A
step-by-step guide to raising confident, open-minded
kids in an age of religious intolerance. Relax, It's Just
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God offers parents fresh, practical and honest ways to
address issues of God and faith with children while
promoting curiosity and kindness, and successfully
fending off indoctrination. A rapidly growing demographic
cohort in America, secular parents are at the forefront of
a major and unprecedented cultural shift. Unable to fall
back on what they were taught as children, many of
these parents are struggling, or simply failing, to address
issues of God, religion and faith with their children in
ways that promote honesty, curiosity, kindness and
independence. The author sifts through hard data,
including the results of a survey of 1,000 nonreligious
parents, and delivers gentle but straightforward advice to
both non-believers and open-minded believers. With a
thoughtful voice infused with humor, Russell seamlessly
merges scientific thought, scholarly research and
everyday experience with respect for a full range of ways
to view the world. "Relax, It's Just God" goes beyond the
numbers to assist parents (and grandparents) who may
be struggling to find the right time place, tone and
language with which to talk about God, spirituality and
organized religion. It encourages parents to promote
religious literacy and understanding and to support kids
as they explore religion on their own -- ensuring that
each child makes up his or her own mind about what to
believe (or not believe) and extends love and respect to
those who may not agree with them. Subjects covered
include: • Talking openly about our beliefs without
indoctrinating kids • Making religious literacy fun and
engaging • Talking about death without the comforts of
heaven • Navigating religious differences with extended
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family members • What to do when kids get threatened
with hell
A brilliant and touching romantic comedy from the USA
Today bestselling author of The Friend Zone and The
Happy Ever After Playlist. When Vanessa Price quit her
job to pursue her dream of traveling the globe, she
wasn't expecting to gain millions of YouTube followers
who shared her joy of seizing every moment. For her,
living each day to its fullest isn't just a motto. Her mother
and sister never saw the age of 30, and Vanessa doesn't
want to take anything for granted. But after her half sister
suddenly leaves Vanessa in custody of her baby
daughter, life goes from "daily adventure" to "next-level
bad" (now with bonus baby vomit in hair). The last
person Vanessa expects to show up offering help is the
hot lawyer next door, Adrian Copeland. After all, she
barely knows him. No one warned her that he was the
Secret Baby Tamer or that she'd be spending a whole lot
of time with him and his geriatric Chihuahua. Now she's
feeling things she's vowed not to feel. Because the only
thing worse than falling for Adrian is finding a little hope
for a future she may never see.
Twelve years ago, I lay injured by the side of the road
with a rival biker gang hot on my tail. A brave kid called
Annabelle hid me from my enemies and saved my life. I
promised her I'd be there for her if she ever needed
me....I never expected to hear her voice again. But when
I pick up the phone, it's her: and the Blood Spiders MC is
about to sell her into sexual slavery. The hell they are!I
tear their club apart to rescue her...but Annabelle has
grown up into a gorgeous woman with curves I can't
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forget. All I want to do is be with her...but I've changed,
too. I'm not the innocent Prospect she met. These days I
kill for the club and I'm not going to let that corrupt
her.But that's only the start of our problems. My rescue
starts a chain of events that will tear my club, my town,
and my friendships apart and make me question
everything I know. To protect Annabelle, I have to keep
her close. But the closer we get, the harder it is to resist
each other....
An epic case of mistaken identity puts a teen looking for
a hookup on the run from both the FBI and a murderous
cult in this compulsively readable thriller.
!--EndFragment-- Finding himself alone in a posh New
York City hotel room for the night, Aidan does what any
red-blooded seventeen-year-old would do—tries to hook
up with someone new. But that lapse in judgement leads
him to a room with a dead guy and a mysterious flash
drive . . . two things that spark an epic case of mistaken
identity that puts Aidan on the run—from the authorities,
his friends, his family, the people who are out to kill
him—and especially from his own troubled past. Inspired
by a Hitchcock classic, this whirlwind mistaken-identity
caper has razor-sharp humor, devastating emotional
stakes, and a thrilling storyline with an explosive
conclusion to make this the most compelling YA novel of
the year. Entertainment Weekly's Best YA Books of the
Summer Seventeen Magazine's Best YA Books of the
Year Goodreads Most Anticipated YA Books of the Year
Buzzfeed's Best YA Summer Reads Most Anticipated
Queer Books of 2019 (Hypable) Barnes & Noble's Most
Anticipated LGBTQAP YAs of the year 11 New YA
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Books to Get Excited About (Pure Wow) 29 New
LGBTQ+ YA Books To Add To Your Reading List
(Pride.com)
Relentlessly twisting, Samantha King’s debut novel is a
dark and brilliant slice of psychological suspense in
which even the happiest family can awake to a
nightmare . . . Maddie Castle is broken. Ever since the
tragedy that struck on her twins’ tenth birthday, she’s
been trying to fit the pieces together, to get back to the
life she led before. Maddie, her husband, Dom, and their
children, Aidan and Annabel, lived in a comfortable home
on a quiet street in a London suburb. Life was busy and
satisfying. They were happy. Weren’t they? Now, a
disoriented and grieving Maddie floats like a ghost
through each day, hardly sleeping, eating, or speaking.
It’s easier to stay locked in her own head than to
torment herself by reliving what happened. And yet, the
harder Maddie tries to pin down her memories, the more
they slip out of reach. Is her guilt and remorse justified?
Is it Maddie’s fault that everything was ripped apart? Or
could it be that the real terror is still to come? “A
beautifully written, chilling psychological thriller. Taut,
tense and very clever with twists I didn't see coming.”
--Claire Douglas, Sunday Times bestselling author “A
completely gripping psychological suspense that had me
glued to the pages and rushing through to the end. It's
an edge-of-your-seat kind of read that you can't put
down until it's done.” --Jenny Oliver
How did our earliest beliefs form? What were they, and
what do they say about us? Tardigrade Tom takes our
characters on a historical journey of world religions!
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From the earliest humans who believed everything
around them (trees, rocks, skies) could think and feel like they could. To deep inside dark caves, where early
humans draw animal spirits on the walls, and watch
shamans sway, illuminated by nearby fires. Watch us
build amazing temples and tombs, and give offerings and
praise, as we learn ideas of reciprocity and trade.
Explore world religions & cultures chronologically, such
as: Animism Shamanism Mesopotamia The Egyptians
Indo-European & Greek Gods Zoroastrianism Hinduism
& Buddhism Judaism, then Christianity, then Islam. But
most uniquely, this book explains how and why our
beliefs emerged and evolved, and what they say about
who we are.

Laughter is the sound of the soul dancing. Jarod
Kintz Rejoice in the beauty of life, the power of
laughter and the magic of love with this heartwarming collection of sweet sayings and charming
quotes. Packed with happiness and inspiration, this
little book is guaranteed to lift your spirits and put a
spring in your step.
'Wonderful, thoughtful, practical' - Cariad Lloyd,
Griefcast 'Encouraging and inspiring' - Dr Kathryn
Mannix, author of Amazon bestseller With The End
in Mind End-of-life doula Anna Lyons and funeral
director Louise Winter have joined forces to share a
collection of the heartbreaking, surprising and
uplifting stories of the ordinary and extraordinary
lives they encounter every single day. From working
with the living, the dying, the dead and the grieving,
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Anna and Louise reveal the lessons they've learned
about life, death, love and loss. Together they've
created a profound but practical guide to rethinking
the one thing that's guaranteed to happen to us all.
We are all going to die, and that's ok. Let's talk about
it. This is a book about life and living, as much as it's
a book about death and dying. It's a reflection on the
beauties, blessings and tragedies of life, the
exquisite agony and ecstasy of being alive, and the
fragility of everything we hold dear. It's as simple and
as complicated as that.
Wall-E meets Hatchet in this New York Times
bestselling illustrated middle grade novel from
Caldecott Honor winner Peter Brown Can a robot
survive in the wilderness? When robot Roz opens
her eyes for the first time, she discovers that she is
all alone on a remote, wild island. She has no idea
how she got there or what her purpose is--but she
knows she needs to survive. After battling a violent
storm and escaping a vicious bear attack, she
realizes that her only hope for survival is to adapt to
her surroundings and learn from the island's
unwelcoming animal inhabitants. As Roz slowly
befriends the animals, the island starts to feel like
home--until, one day, the robot's mysterious past
comes back to haunt her. From bestselling and
award-winning author and illustrator Peter Brown
comes a heartwarming and action-packed novel
about what happens when nature and technology
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collide.
“Her scream echoes in my memory. I know what
happened. Whether anyone believes me or not, I
know.” Sean Suh is done with killing. After serving
three years in a psychiatric prison, he’s determined
to stay away from temptation. But he can’t resist
Annabelle—beautiful, confident, incandescent
Annabelle—who alone can see past the monster to
the man inside. The man he’s desperately trying to
be. Then Annabelle disappears. Sean is sure she’s
been kidnapped—he witnessed her being taken
firsthand—but the police are convinced that Sean
himself is at the center of this crime. And he must
admit, his illness has caused him to “lose time”
before. What if there’s more to what happened than
he’s able to remember? Though haunted by the fear
that it might be better for Annabelle if he never finds
her, Sean can’t bring himself to let go of her without
a fight. To save her, he’ll have to do more than
confront his own demons… He’ll have to let them
loose. A chilling, deeply suspenseful page-turner set
in the 1980s, Hunting Annabelle is a stunning debut
that will leave you breathless to the very end.
New York Times bestseller Lisa Kleypas returns with
an enthralling and steaming romance between a
Scot with a mysterious past and strong-willed lady
looking for adventure—and love. “The devil never
tries to make people do the wrong thing by scaring
them. He does it by tempting them.” Lady Merritt
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Sterling, a strong-willed young widow who’s running
her late husband’s shipping company, knows
London society is dying to catch her in a scandal. So
far, she’s been too smart to provide them with one.
But then she meets Keir MacRae, a rough-andrugged Scottish whisky distiller, and all her sensible
plans vanish like smoke. They couldn’t be more
different, but their attraction is powerful, raw and
irresistible. From the moment Keir MacRae arrives in
London, he has two goals. One: don’t fall in love
with the dazzling Lady Merritt Sterling. Two: avoid
being killed. So far, neither of those is going well.
Keir doesn’t know why someone wants him dead
until fate reveals the secret of his mysterious past.
His world is thrown into upheaval, and the only one
he trusts is Merritt. Their passion blazes with an
intensity Merritt has never known before, making her
long for the one thing she can’t have from Keir
MacRae: forever. As danger draws closer, she’ll do
whatever it takes to save the man she loves . . .
even knowing he might be the devil in disguise.
"How did our universe form?" Annabelle wonders to
Aiden. Luckily, the friendly Tardigrade Tom answers
by taking the children on their biggest adventure yet!
Soaring through space and time, they witness the
universe's earliest stages, marvel at the big bang,
and learn how each and every one of us is literally
made of the same stardust. Readers will learn how
we each hold a part of the universe inside us, and
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are far more special, interconnected, and 'larger'
than we may think.
"Compulsively readable."—New York Times Book
Review The extraordinary new thriller from Stuart
Turton, author of the bestselling murder mystery The
7 1/2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle, winner of the
Costa Best First Novel Award. A murder on the high
seas. A remarkable detective duo. A demon who
may or may not exist. It's 1634, and Samuel Pipps,
the world's greatest detective, is being transported to
Amsterdam to be executed for a crime he may, or
may not, have committed. Traveling with him is his
loyal bodyguard, Arent Hayes, who is determined to
prove his friend innocent. Among the other guests is
Sara Wessel, a noblewoman with a secret. But no
sooner is their ship out to sea than devilry begins to
blight the voyage. A strange symbol appears on the
sail. A dead leper stalks the decks. Livestock dies in
the night. And then the passengers hear a terrible
voice, whispering to them in the darkness, promising
three unholy miracles, followed by a slaughter. First
an impossible pursuit. Second an impossible theft.
And third an impossible murder. Could a demon be
responsible for their misfortunes? With Pipps
imprisoned, only Arent and Sara can solve a mystery
that stretches back into their past and now threatens
to sink the ship, killing everybody on board. For fans
of Steven King, The Devil and the Dark Water brings
a chilling new spin to the Sherlock Holmes detective
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duo in a thriller of supernatural horror, occult
suspicion, and paranormal mystery on the high seas.
This endearing friendship story about a boy and his
dog from a Pulitzer Prize–winning writer gently
explores a timeless question: who’s really in
charge? Meet Sid. He’s an ordinary kid. He’s far
from perfect. But to Murphy, Sid’s faithful dog, Sid is
the whole world. Murphy thinks Sid is the absolute
best—and that he’s in charge of everything. Sid loves
Murphy right back, but he can’t help but wonder
what Murphy would think if he realized the truth:
Sid’s just a kid, and Murphy’s just a dog, and
neither one can control the world. This deceptively
simply picture book is the perfect start to a
discussion about a subject seldom seen in
children’s books—the nonthreatening feel of a world
based on fact and reason, and not faith.
Get whisked away into the history of some of the most
controversial women in history: witches. Tracing as far back
as the Stone Age, witches have fascinated us for centuries.
But were they evil sorceresses determined to seek revenge,
or suppressed feminists who were misunderstood? From
Egyptian priestesses to Norse healers, take a closer look at
witches throughout history and across the world, in this
holistic non-fiction book that incorporates poetry, art,
mythology, hexes, potions, and magic from different cultures
and religions around the world.
Where did humans come from? What is our story? Join
Annabelle & Aiden as their friend Lucy retraces our first steps
in Africa. We fan across the globe, encountering the strangest
human (and nonhuman) creatures: from twenty-foot sloths to
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tiny dwarves in faraway lands. We learn to cook. Express
ourselves. Farm, build empires, and fall in love. We dream of
kings, gods, and monsters, and light our world with a scientific
revolution. Discover how our shared story can overcome our
differences. How it's etched deep into genes: we're all
children of Lucy, and have far more in common than we think.
What makes us human, and where did we come from? How
did a clever ape climb down from the trees and change the
world like no other animal has done before? This largeformat, highly illustrated book guides readers through the key
aspects of the human story, from the anatomical changes that
allowed us to walk upright and increased brain size in our
ancestors, to the social, cultural, and economic developments
of our more recent cousins and our own species. Along the
way, focus spreads take a closer look at some of the key
species in our history, from the ancient Australopithecus
Afarensis, 'Lucy', to our recent cousins the Neanderthals and
ourselves, Homo sapiens. ?Looking beyond the anatomical
evolution of humans, this book explores how our culture and
way of living has evolved, from how trails of cowry shells
reveal early trade between tribes, to how and why humans
first domesticated dogs, horses, and farm animals, and began
settling in permanent villages and cities. Through digestible
information and absorbing illustration, young readers will be
given an insight into their own origins, and what it really
means to be a human.
Welcome to Spellbound, where paranormal is the new
normal. The only magic Emma Hart believes in is caffeine
and the power of the dryer to lose one sock per load. A public
interest lawyer buried under a mound of student debt,
Emma's whole life has been one turn of bad luck after
another. Her streak seems to continue when she gets lost on
the way to see a client in the remote Pocono Mountains. A
chance encounter with a suicidal angel lands her in
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Spellbound, a town where supernaturals have been cursed to
remain for centuries--probably not the best time for Emma to
discover that she's actually a witch. Between the recent
murder of the town's public defender, a goblin accused of
theft, remedial witch classes, and the attention of one
smoking hot vampire, Emma struggles to navigate this
unfamiliar terrain without losing her mind...or her life. Curse
the Day is the first book in the Spellbound paranormal cozy
mystery series.
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